Suppose integers n > 1 and o > 2 are given, together with n distinct points I], . . . , zn, in the complex plane. Define <t>M = *j^fto; zx.zn) to be the class of rational functions <¡> (z) = g (z)/hg(z) (where g and 7i are polynomials of degree p > 1 and q > 1, respectively) such that (l)p+qr + l=Ai, In fact, these coefficients are expressed in terms of generalized Newton sums S¿ = i k S¿ (zj, . . . , zn), 1 <, j <, n, k > n, which we show may be calculated by recursion from the normal Newton sums Sn' . Hence, given a polynomial fn(z) with n distinct (unknown) zeros zx, . . . , zn, we may construct all <j>" _(z) which converge to the z(-with order a: in the case a = 2, the choice p = n, q = n -1, yields the NewtonRaphson iteration <j>n n_x e *2n ; the Schröder and König iterations are shown to be elements of *2(2a-3)(n-1)+2 an<' *2(a-l)(n-1)+2 ' resPectiyely-We show by example that there exist cases in which <j>n n_x has an undesirable property (attractive cycles) not shared by other iterating functions in the same class <t>2n.
In fact, these coefficients are expressed in terms of generalized Newton sums S¿ = i k S¿ (zj, . . . , zn), 1 <, j <, n, k > n, which we show may be calculated by recursion from the normal Newton sums Sn' . Hence, given a polynomial fn(z) with n distinct (unknown) zeros zx, . . . , zn, we may construct all <j>" _(z) which converge to the z(-with order a: in the case a = 2, the choice p = n, q = n -1, yields the NewtonRaphson iteration <j>n n_x e *2n ; the Schröder and König iterations are shown to be elements of *2(2a-3)(n-1)+2 an<' *2(a-l)(n-1)+2 ' resPectiyely-We show by example that there exist cases in which <j>n n_x has an undesirable property (attractive cycles) not shared by other iterating functions in the same class <t>2n.
Introduction. This research has its original motivation in the work of Julia [1] , Fatou [2] , and Montel [3] , [4] on the global convergence properties of iterations of meromorphic, particularly rational, functions. It appears that, for cases of practical interest, convergence of the sequence of iterates z0, 0(zo), 02(zo), . . . , is assured for every choice of starting point z0 in the extended complex plane, except when z0 is a point of a certain nowhere dense perfect set E [5] . Usually, of course, we have constructed 0 in such a manner that the sequence of iterates will converge to a zero of a given function f(z); that is, we have replaced the problem of finding z such that f(z) = 0 by the problem of finding z such that 0(z) = z. (The most common form of 0 is ¥,z) = z-f(z)/f(z), the Newton-Raphson iteration.) It may happen, however, that for choice of starting point z0 in a certain domain, convergence takes place, not to a zero of f(z), but to a set of r > 2 distinct points (ax, . . . ,4tr) such that <p(ax) = cx2, . . . , <piar_x) = a,, 0(cg = a, ;
so that, in fact, for each k = I, . . . , r, z = ak is a solution of 0r(z) = z. The bestknown example of this phenomenon is due to Turing and Brooker [6] , who pointed out that the Newton-Raphson iteration applied to the seemingly innocuous function f(z) = z4 -6z2 -11
gives rise to the attractive cycle (+1,-1) for starting points z0 in a certain neighborhood of either +1 or -1.
Indeed, on the basis of the general theory of global convergence of rational functions, it is not surprising that such attractive cycles should sometimes exist. For let g = gpiz) and h = h (z) be polynomials of degree p and q, respectively, with no common factor. Then a basic result of the theory is that, in the immediate domain of convergence of each attractive fixpoint or attractive cycle of the rational iterating
there exists at least one critical point of the inverse iteration 0-1 [7] . Since these critical points are just the solutions of <j>'iz) = ig'h -gh')/h2 =0, we see that in general they shall be p + q -1 in number. In other words, convergence of the sequence of iterates of 0 may take place to at most p + q -1 distinct attractive fixpoints or attractive cycles; the attractive fixpoints will be solutions of 0(z) = z, hence of g -zh = 0, and the attractive cycles (if they exist) will be solutions of 0r(z) = z, for certain values of r > 2. In practice, as observed above, we shall have constructed 0(z) in such a manner that, of the mavAp, q + I) fixpoints of 0(z) = z, n shall be attractive fixpoints and also solutions of a given equation f(z) = 0. Hence, in general, there remains a possible total of (p + q -1) -n attractive fixpoints or attractive cycles, to which convergence may take place from starting points in certain domains of the complex plane. In the case of the Newton-Raphson iteration, p = n, q = n -1, and we see that up to 77 -2 such cases may occur.
An ultimate aim of our research is therefore to find a means of constructing rational iterating functions which do not give rise to attractive cycles or superfluous attractive fixpoints, and which, therefore, converge globally-that is, almost everywhere in the complex plane-to solutions of the given problem f(z) = 0. In this paper we take a step toward this goal by showing how to construct all the rational iterating functions 0 = 0 which converge with given order of convergence a to 77 given distinct points z¡,i=l,...,n; in particular, how to construct all the 0 which converge with order a to the distinct (but unknown) zeros z¡ of a given polynomial fn(z). Denote by $m = *m(°> zx,...,zn) the class of rational functions 0 such that (1) p + q + 1 = M, (2) the sequence of iterates of 0 converges with order a at each z¡; then our construction technique opens up to us the new possibility of inspecting the iterating functions of each 4>M to determine which give rise to attractive cycles, and which do not-or, indeed, to where p > 0,q > 0, a =£ 0, 0 ^ 0, and the polynomials g and h have no common factor. In this section we try to choose the coefficients (a-, 0fc) to satisfy 77 given conditions
(1) <t>P,q(zd = Zv i=l,-..,n, where i + 1 =*■ z¡ =£ z,'. That is, we must find (a-, 0fc) such that (7) by forming a linear combination of these 777-77 + 1 particular solutions. Accordingly, summing the yjjJ over K and making use of the generalized Newton sums S'¿k defined in the Appendix, we write the general solution of the system (5) as
where the y^ are arbitrary complex numbers, not all zero. The quantities Sn+l'K axe by definition symmetric functions of the z¡, and may be calculated as indicated by the Algorithm and Theorem 7 given in the Appendix. Hence we state Theorem 1. In order that a rational function 0 (z) satisfy the n conditions (I), it is necessary that m = maxip, q + 1) > n. 0 (z) satisfying (1) may be constructed by arbitrarily choosing m -n + 1 "combined coefficients" yy' as defined in (4), and then using (8) or an analogous system to find the remaining n combined coefficients, which are then uniquely determined as symmetric functions of the given points z¡, i = 1, . . . , 77.
We have thus found a way to generate all rational functions which as iterating functions have fixpoints at 77 given distinct points.
Rational Iterating Functions With 77 Given Attractive Fixpoints. The conditions now to be satisfied may be expressed as follows : W <¡>p,q<¿i) = z/> <t>'P,q(zi) = *, for some 0 < lei < 1 and every i = I, . . . ,n. These are 2n independent simultaneous linear constraints on the p + q + 2 coefficients (a-, 0fc), which we may reexpress in the form of (2) :
From (10b) we obtain after some manipulation a set of equations analogous to ( identical in form to (8) . The solutions (8) and (15) taken together are 2« linear homogeneous equations in p + q + 2 variables (a;-, 0k) equivalent to the original 2n equations (9); they will possess a solution if p + q + 1 > 2n, a condition in some respects stricter than m > n + 1, but which allows us to solve the equations (8) and (15) in the important "Newton-Raphson" case, characterized by n = m = p = q + 1 and e = 0. We have then Theorem 2. In order that a rational function 0 (z) satisfy the 2n conditions (9), it is necessary that p + q + 1 > 2n. 0 (z) satisfying (9) may be constructed by arbitrarily choosing (p + q + 2) -2n of the coefficients (a-, 0fc), and then using (4), (8), (12) , and (15) to find the remaining 2n coefficients, which are then uniquely determined as symmetric functions of the given points z¡, i = I, . . . , n.
We have thus found a way to generate all rational functions which as iterating functions have attractive fixpoints at 77 given distinct points. If e = 0, the generated iterating functions will have convergence of order 2 at each of the given points.
Rational Iterating Functions of Given Order a. Evidently, the above results may be generalized. Given 77 distinct points zx, . . . , z", and any integer a > 1, we may construct rational iterating functions 0 with order of convergence a at each of the given points by finding solutions to the 077 linear homogeneous equations In this section we establish a connection between our iteration classes <$>M and one or two well-known iterating functions (or classes of iterating functions) which are applied to the zeros of polynomials. We observe first that for a = 2 the iterating function 0" "_j G $2n(2; zx, . . . , zn) is exactly the Newton-Raphson iteration applied to a polynomial fn(z) with 77 distinct roots zx, . . . , zn. This result is a direct consequence of the uniqueness of <pn n_x (Theorem 3), but may also be proved directly.
A general class of iterations was discovered by Eggers and Schröder [9] about a century ago and has been connected in a recent paper [10] is also Newton-Raphson-like, and has numerator of degree (a -1)(t7 -1) + 1.
0'CT'(z)is one of the infinitely many iterations
and depends upon an implicit arbitrary choice of (o -2\n -2) coefficients.
Application to /4(z) = z4 -4z2 -5. This polynomial, suggested by Brooker's example [6] , shares the property that the Newton-Raphson iteration applied to it gives rise to an attractive cycle. It has zeros ±\JS and ±i, and the Newton sums may be read off from the coefficients : S¿'4=-5, S2'4 = 0, S** -4, S4 '4 0.
With these values as our only input data, and making use of Theorem 3 and the Algorithm and results developed in the Appendix, we generate all the rational iterating functions 0 which converge with order a = 2 to the zeros of /4 and which belong to the minimum class <ï>8(2; +\JS, -\/S, +i, -/). Table 1 displays the results : observe that while 04 3, for example, gives rise to the attractive cycle (+y/5¡l, -\j5/7), the iterations 02 s, 06 x, 0X 6, and 07 0 converge to some root of /4 from each critical point. Table 1 Iterating functions for /4(z) = z4 -4z2 -5 which belong to The roots ±\J5, ±i are critical points of each <¡>~lq. Thus, in each case, two other critical points remain to be specified, and these may possibly belong to the immediate domain of convergence of an attractive cycle, if such exist, or of a root. Note that "convergence" to °° is possible.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Table 2 If we let 777 take its maximum value on, and confine ourselves to the "minimal" case p + q + 1 = n, this ratio becomes after some manipulation I/77 + (2n -a + l)/2n(an + 1), which, since a > 2, is less than 3/2n. The system (20) will thus, in general, be fairly sparse.
Extension of Results to Multiple Fixpoints. In the preceding development it has most obviously been the definition of S(¡k in terms of an expression with denominator Dn (vanishing whenever z¡ = z¡-, i ¥= i') which has precluded consideration of multiple fixpoints. In this section it will be found that the vanishing of Dn is not in itself a fundamental problem, but that other difficulties, similar to those encountered when applying the Newton-Raphson iteration to a function with multiple zeros, inhibit full extension of the results to the multiple fixpoint case.
We begin by considering Eq. (2), which, it has been remarked [12] , expresses the condition on g(z) -zh(z), a polynomial of degree m, that it have 77 < 777 roots z¡; that is, that
where the S'n+l'n are as before simply the Newton sums, S" + 1'n = 1, and
is a polynomial with arbitrary coefficients introduced so that the bracketed polynomials should be of equal degree 777. We recall, however, that some of the left-hand coefficients-to be precise, y^\ K = 77, . . . , 777-may also be arbitrarily chosen; and
we realize then that we may either express the 7^ in terms of the cK, K = n, . . . , 777, or vice versa, simply by equating the coefficients of like powers of z. We find
We may imagine, first of all, solving (B) for the cK in terms of the 7^' \ K = n, . . . ,777; this we may clearly accomplish by a process of back substitution. Then, if we substitute the resulting expressions for the cK into (A), we shall be able to write down solutions which express the 7J1), 7 = 0, . . . , 77 -1, in terms of the y%\ k = n, . . . , m, and the Newton sums, just as in the preceding sections, but this time avoiding the use of Vandermonde determinants. We do not need actually to carry out this complex calculation, however, since we already know, from our previous License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use work, the result of it. For distinct z¡, we shall certainly find, as before, that so that z¡ cannot be an attractive, but is rather an indifferent [13] , fixpoint of 0. In this case, then, Eqs. (10) and (17) are both internally inconsistent, and we cannot expect a meaningful solution. Let us suppose then that (z -zjf~l is a factor of h(z), and that a > 1. Then h(z) = (z -zi)a~1B(z), for some polynomial B(z), and
which, since our construction process makes no provision for cancellation of identical factors in numerator and denominator, is of the form 0/0 at z = z,-. Furthermore, 0'(z) is of the same form 0/0 at z = z¡, and we conclude that in this case also multiple fixpoints introduce internal inconsistencies into Eqs. (10) and (17).
It becomes clear then that for multiple fixpoints we require an improved construction process which will somehow cancel the terms (z -z¡f~l to yield Hz) = z + (z-zAA(z)lB(z) and 0'(z)lz=z. = 1 + A(zi)/B(zi), effectively reducing the problem to the case of distinct fixpoints, and enabling us to solve (10) and (17) as before.
It is nevertheless interesting to see what happens when the equations (10) or (17) are applied to a particular example of multiple fixpoints. The results of such an application are displayed in Table 3 . Provided both g"(z) and h (z) axe of degree sufficiently large to contain a factor (z -zjf~l, it seems that the iterating function 0p may be used to solve the given problem, but with a lower order of convergence at multiple fixpoints z¡. This typical reduction of the order of convergence at multiple fixpoints is a problem not only for iterations of the form treated in this paper-that is, z^+1) = 0(z^)-but also for more general forms of iteration: an analysis of the local convergence properties of one such iterative form, using some techniques similar to those employed here and including the case of multiple roots, is presented in [15] .
Remark. The method described here provides a means of constructing and classifying rational iterating functions of specified order of convergence. It would be valuable to extend these results so as to be able to construct efficiently an iterating function for a given problem which in addition possesses desirable convergence characteristics. and whose (77 -l)th column is Z zk-'z{K j'<k Then, subtracting z" " times the (n -2)th column from the (77 -l)th column, and afterwards successively subtracting zn times the (h -l)th column from the hih column h = n -2, . . . , 2, we find
0</ <fc-n + l from which, in view of (21) and the definition of 5¿,k, the result follows immediately.
Similar manipulations establish the theorem in the case 1 < / < 77. We note some special cases of Theorem 4. For/ = 1,
and for 7 = 77,
For k = n, 
çl,n _ cl,n-1 'n J«-l zn '
c",n _ nn-l,n-1 ¡ ¿n -¿n-1 + and the following theorem may easily be proved by induction.
Theorem 5. For 1 < / < 77 the quantities S'¿n(zx, . . . , z") are the Newton sums for a polynomial of degree n with distinct zeros z¡, i = 1, . . . , 77; that is, 5",n is the sum of all distinct products of the z¡ taken n -7 + 1 at a time.* Theorem 5 establishes then the important fact that given any polynomial f"(z)
of degree 77, we may determine corresponding quantities 5¿'" computed only from the coefficients of fn. We go on now to show that in fact every S(¡k may be computed from the S\¡", hence also from the coefficients of fn. Theorem 6. For k > n > 1 and 1 < 7 < 77, snk +Sn~Uk~l =S"n'k-iS>;n.
* Using Theorem 4, it may also be shown more generally that for 1 < /' < n and k > n, S1' is the sum of all distinct products z" z* . . . , where max(a', b',...) = k -n + 1 and a' + a o b + = k -j + 1.
Proof. Using the definition of S'¿k, we may easily verify this result for tí = 1.
Suppose we know that 
